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We explore discovery signatures of techni-dilaton (TD) at LHC. The TD was predicted long ago as
a composite pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) associated with the spontaneous breaking of
the approximate scale symmetry in the walking technicolor (WTC) (initially dubbed “scale-invariant
technicolor”). Being pNGB, whose mass arises from the explicit scale-symmetry breaking due to the
spontaneous breaking itself (dynamical mass generation), the TD as a composite scalar should have
a mass MTD lighter than other techni-hadrons, say MTD ≃ 600 GeV for the typical WTC model,
which is well in the discovery range of the ongoing LHC experiment. We develop a spurion method
of nonlinear realization to calculate the TD couplings to the standard model (SM) particles and
explicitly evaluate the TD LHC production cross sections at

√
s = 7 TeV times the branching ratios

in terms of MTD as an input parameter for the region 200 GeV < MTD < 1000 GeV in the typical
WTC models. It turns out that the TD signatures are quite different from those of the SM Higgs:
In the one-doublet model (1DM) all the cross sections including the WW/ZZ mode are suppressed
compared to those of the SM Higgs due to the suppressed TD couplings, while in the one-family
model (1FM) all those cross sections get highly enhanced because of the presence of extra colored
fermion (techni-quark) contributions. We compare the TD → WW/ZZ signature with the recent
ATLAS and CMS bounds and find that in the case of 1DM the signature is consistent over the
whole mass range 200 GeV < MTD < 1000 GeV due to the large suppression of TD couplings, and
by the same token the signal is too tiny for the TD to be visible through this channel at LHC. As for
the 1FMs, on the other hand, a severe constraint is given on the TD mass to exclude the TD with
mass <

∼ 600 GeV, which, however, would imply an emergence of somewhat dramatic excess as the
TD signature at 600GeV <

∼ MTD < 1000 GeV in the near future. We further find a characteristic
signature coming from the γγ mode in the 1FM. In sharp contrast to the SM Higgs case, it provides
highly enhanced cross section ∼ 0.10–1.0 fb at around the TD mass ≃ 600 GeV, which is large
enough to be discovered during the first few year’s run at LHC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has started setting the strong constraints on the standard model (SM) Higgs boson,
the key particle responsible for the origin of mass in the context of the SM. The recent data from the ATLAS [1]
and CMS [2] experiments suggest that the SM Higgs boson is unlikely for the mass range as low as the electroweak
(EW) scale, which may suggest that there might exist certain composite dynamics for the origin of mass due to the
strongly coupled theories like technicolor (TC) [3]. Actually, in contrast to the original TC [4], a Higgs-like object,
techni-dilaton (TD), was predicted as a composite scalar, a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) associated with
the spontaneously broken approximate scale symmetry in the walking TC (WTC), initially dubbed “scale-invariant
TC” [5, 6]. Thus clarifying the TD signature at LHC is the urgent task in searching for Higgs-like particle at the
ongoing LHC, which is the target of this paper.
The original version of TC [4], a naive scale-up version of QCD, was dead due to the excessive flavor-changing

neutral currents (FCNC). A solution to the FCNC problem was soon suggested by simply assuming the existence
of a large anomalous dimension without any concrete dynamics and concrete value of the anomalous dimension [7].
It was the WTC [5, 6] that gave a concrete dynamics, ladder Schwinger-Dyson (LSD) equation with non-running
(scale invariant/conformal) gauge coupling, α(p) ≡ α, giving rise to a concrete value of the anomalous dimension,
γm = 1 at criticality α = αc. Actually, once the mass mF of the techni-fermion (F ) is dynamically generated,
the coupling becomes running slowly (“walking”) a la Miransky [8], with the nonperturbative beta function β(α) ∼
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−(α/αc − 1)3/2 (α > αc). (Subsequently, a similar FCNC solution based on the (perturbatively) walking coupling
was discussed without concept of anomalous dimension [9].) #1

In view of the approximate scale symmetry reflected by the nonperturbative walking coupling associated with the
dynamical generation of mF , the WTC predicted the TD [5, 6], a light scalar F̄F composite as a pNGB associated
with the spontaneous breaking of the approximate scale symmetry triggered by the dynamical generation ofmF or the
techni-fermion condensate. This is in sharp contrast to the TC as a simple scale-up of the QCD where the coupling
is running already at perturbative level with the scale symmetry badly broken at ΛQCD, so that there is no scale
symmetry to be broken by the dynamical fermion mass generation and hence no scalar spectrum lighter than the
typical hadronic scale, say the rho meson #2. The mass generation due to such a scale invariant (conformal) dynamics
takes the form of essential-singularity scaling, Miransky scaling [8], and can be characterized by the “conformal phase
transition” [15].
It should be noted here that even if the gauge coupling is non-running (scale invariant) in the perturbative sense

as in the case of the LSD equation, the scale symmetry is actually broken explicitly for the very reason of the
spontaneous breaking itself, namely the dynamical generation of the techni-fermion mass mF , which is responsible for
the nonperturbative running of the coupling (nonperturbative scale anomaly) as mentioned above. Accordingly, the
TD cannot be massless even if we use a perturbatively non-running (scale invariant) coupling in the LSD equation.
Actually, various old calculations [16, 17] imply MTD = O(mF ), still smaller, though not extremely smaller, than
masses of other techni-hadrons.
Modern version of WTC [15, 18, 19] is based on the two-loop running coupling with the Caswell-Banks-Zaks infrared

fixed point (CBZ-IRFP) [20], instead of the non-running one, in the improved LSD equation. There also exists an
intrinsic scale ΛTC analogous to ΛQCD, which breaks the scale symmetry already at two-loop perturbative level for
the ultraviolet region p > ΛTC (taken to be > ΛETC > 103TeV) where the coupling runs in the same way as in QCD.
However this perturbative scale-symmetry-breaking scale ΛTC is irrelevant to the dynamical mass mF and so is the
TD mass MTD, both can be ≪ ΛTC thanks to the CBZ-IRFP.
Indeed, it has recently been argued [21, 22] and explicitly shown [23] in the case of the two-loop perturbative coupling

that we have essentially the same conclusion as the non-running case in the above, MTD = O(mF ) (≪ ΛTC), in sharp
contrast to the recent claim on much smaller mass MTD ≪ O(mF ) [24]

#3. Namely, the dynamical generation of mF

triggers spontaneous breaking of the scale symmetry which is also explicitly broken by mF through the nonperturbative
running coupling (nonperturbative scale anomaly) again a la Miransky. At any rate the approximate scale symmetry
is crucial for the mass of TD to be lighter than other techni-hadrons like techni-rho meson with the mass Mρ,
(ΛTC ≫)Mρ > O(TeV) > MTD = O(mF ). More concretely, it was noted [21] that several earlier nonperturbative
calculations of the scalar mass in different contexts can be interpreted as those for the estimate of TD mass [27, 28]:

MTD ≃
√
2mF , which would suggest the TD mass as low as

MTD ≃ 600GeV (1)

(one-family model), well within the reach of LHC searches. This is also consistent with the recent holographic
estimate [25] and others [29]. (The above estimate would suggest MTD ≃ 1TeV for the one-doublet model, barely
within the LHC search region) #4.
In this paper, we explore the characteristic signature of TD at the LHC, calculating the relevant decay widths and

production cross sections in comparison with those of the SM Higgs. To set definite benchmarks, we employ typical
models of TC [3] such as the one-doublet model (1DM) #5 and one-family model (1FM) in the light of WTC.

#1 Another problem of the TC as a QCD scale-up is the electroweak constraints, so-called S, T, U parameters. This may also be improved
in the WTC [10, 11]. Even if WTC in isolation cannot overcome this problem, there still exist a possibility that the problem may be
resolved in the combined dynamical system including the SM fermion mass generation such as the extended TC (ETC) dynamics [12],
in much the same way as the solution (“ideal fermion delocalization”) [13] in the Higgsless models which simultaneously adjust S and
T parameters by incorporating the SM fermion mass profile.

#2 There might exist a light scalar, so-called σ resonance, in the real-life QCD, which however may not be a two-body composite of q̄q
which is an analogue of TD but may be mainly a four-body composite. Such a situation of the real-life QCD is an accidental consequence
of specific values Nc = Nf = 3 and mu ≃ md ≪ ms. See e.g., [14].

#3 We here exclude the “decoupled TD” scenario [23, 25] with the Yukawa coupling ∼ mF /FTD → 0 as mF /ΛTC → 0, which is irrelevant
to LHC experiments, although it might be relevant to dark matter [23, 26].

#4 The TD with such a mass region gives substantial negative logarithmic contribution to the T parameter in a manner similar to the SM
heavy Higgs. This could be an extra bonus, since it can in principle be compensated by the troublesome positive contributions from the
techni-fermion dynamics [30].

#5 The 1DM in the usual sense is not walking. We here use “1DM” as a modified model (“partially gauged model”) [31] which, besides one
doublet techni-fermions with EW charges as in the usual 1DM, has dummy techni-fermions without EW charges which only contribute
to the walking behavior of TC dynamics. Actually, such dummy techni-fermions are needed even for 1FM with NTC = 3 since in this
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FIG. 1: The TD Yukawa couplings gTDFF (left panel) and gTDff (right panel) to techni-fermions (F ) and SM fermions (f).
The blob denoted as G in the right panel corresponds to an ETC-induced four fermi vertex GF̄Fff .

The TD couplings to the SM particles are derived based on nonlinear realization of both scale and chiral symmetries,
which becomes highly nontrivial since the scale symmetry, in contrast to the chiral symmetry, is broken explicitly as
well as spontaneously due to the dynamical mass generation of the techni-fermion mF , leading to the nonperturbative
scale anomaly as mentioned above. There is no limit where TD becomes exactly massless. Thus the nonlinear
realization of the scale symmetry must properly include the explicit breaking at the same time as the spontaneous
breaking, which we will do via spurion field method, the method familiar in the chiral perturbation theory incorporating
the current quark mass term [32]. Then the TD couplings are given as functions of the techni-fermion mass mF , the
TD decay constant FTD (or TD Yukawa coupling) and the TD mass MTD up to the number of TC NTC. Note that
FTD may be written in terms of MTD and mF through the the partially conserved dilatation current (PCDC) for the
trace anomaly (nonperturbative scale anomaly) reflecting the spontaneous and explicit breaking of the scale symmetry
due to dynamical generation of mF , and mF may be written in terms of the weak scale vEW = 246GeV through the
Pagels-Stokar (PS) formula [33]. Hence we can estimate all the quantities only in terms of the TD mass MTD as a
free parameter which we take in a wide region 200GeV < MTD < 1000 GeV around the reference value 600 GeV in
Eq.(1) suggested by the various calculations [21, 25]. In order to do a concrete estimate we adopt a recent result of
the nonperturbative scale anomaly [23] based on the LSD analysis with the two-loop beta function of large Nf QCD
having the CBZ-IRFP [20]. The result is not qualitatively changed (see the discussion in the last section) if we employ
the non-running coupling in the LSD as in Refs. [5, 6].
We then explicitly evaluate the LHC production cross sections of TD at

√
s = 7 TeV, σTD, times the TD branching

ratios, for the TD mass range taken within the LHC search region 200GeV < MTD < 1000 GeV. We find that the TD
signatures are quite different from those of the SM Higgs: For 1DMs all those cross sections get suppressed compared
to the corresponding quantities for the SM Higgs due to the suppression of the gluon fusion cross section coming from
the large suppression of TD couplings, while for 1FMs they get highly enhanced since the production cross section has
huge extra contributions from the extra colored fermions (techni-quarks). As a check of consistency with the current
LHC data, we compare the cross section σTD × BR(TD → WW ) normalized to the corresponding quantity for the
SM Higgs with the recent bounds from the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] experiments #6. It turns out that in the case of
1DMs the signature is consistent with the current experimental data over the whole region we study thanks to the
large suppression of TD couplings, and by the same token the signal is too tiny to be visible through this channel
at LHC. As for the 1FMs, on the other hand, the TD mass is constrained to be excluded up till MTD ≃ 600 GeV,
which, however, would imply occurrence of somewhat large excess at 600GeV <∼ MTD < 1000 GeV in this channel to
be seen in the future experiments. We further calculate the cross section σTD × BR(TD → γγ) and predict it to be
∼ 0.10−1.0 fb at

√
s = 7 TeV for the TD mass around 600 GeV in the typical 1FMs. This cross section is comparable

with the golden mode of the SM Higgs pp → hSM → ZZ → l+l−l+l−, and hence is large enough for the TD to be
discovered within the first few year’s run at the LHC.

case NTF = 4NTC = 12 > 8.
#6 As far as the current Higgs research mass region up to 600 GeV is concerned, the narrow width approximation can be applied to TD

even in the IFMs as well as the SM Higgs, since the TD with mass up to 600 GeV turns out to have an almost identical size of total
width compared to the SM Higgs. The narrow width approximation is much better in the case of 1DMs which have highly suppressed
couplings.
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II. THE TD COUPLINGS AND DECAY WIDTHS

In this section we shall derive the TD couplings to the SM particles and address their forms. We focus on the
couplings to WW,ZZ, gg, γγ and tt̄ to make the explicit comparison with those of the SM Higgs.
The TD Yukawa couplings to the techni-fermion gTDFF and those to the SM fermions gTDff were actually derived

long time ago [6] through the Ward-Takahashi identity for dilatation current coupled with TD, corresponding to the
diagrams depicted in Fig. 1:

gTDFF =
(3 − γm)mF

FTD
, gTDff =

(3 − γm)mf

FTD
, (2)

where (3 − γm) denotes the scale dimension of techni-fermion bilinear operator F̄F , which is ≃ 2 for the anomalous
dimension γm ≃ 1 in WTC and we have assumed an ETC-induced four-fermi interaction such as GF̄Fff which gives
the f -fermion mass mf = −G〈F̄F 〉 #7.
Here we work on nonlinear realization of both the scale and chiral symmetries to derive a nonlinear Lagrangian which

directly yields the various TD couplings to the SM particles. Actually, the resultant Lagrangian should not be invariant
under the scale symmetry because it is broken by techni-fermion mass generation explicitly as well as spontaneously
as was emphasized above. We therefore incorporate such an inherent explicit-breaking effects (nonperturbative scale
anomaly) arising from the dynamical mass generation itself by introducing a spurion field in a familiar manner [32],
which will provide us with a direct way to read appropriate couplings of TD.
We begin by introducing a dynamical variable Φ which reflects the scale transformation property of the techni-

fermion bilinear F̄F (Φ ≈ F̄F
〈F̄F 〉), analogously to the usual chiral field U reflecting the chiral transformation property

of q̄LqR, so that Φ transforms under the scale symmetry as

δΦ = (3− γm + xν∂ν) Φ . (3)

We parametrize this Φ with the TD field φ and the decay constant FTD as

Φ = e(3−γm)φ/FTD , (4)

where FTD is defined as

〈0|Dµ(0)|φ(p)〉 = −ipµFTD , (5)

with Dµ being the dilatation current composed only of the TC sector fields. From Eq.(3) it follows that the TD field
φ transforms nonlinearly under the scale symmetry:

δφ = FTD + xν∂νφ . (6)

To incorporate the explicit-breaking effects due to the nonperturbative scale anomaly of the TC sector, we introduce
a spurion field S which transforms under the scale symmetry with the scale dimension 1:

δS = (1 + xν∂ν)S . (7)

Its vacuum expectation value 〈S〉 = 1 thus breaks the scale symmetry explicitly.
We further introduce the usual chiral field U = e2iπ/vEW , with π being the NGB fields for the spontaneous chiral

symmetry breaking, and consider only the would-be NGBs eaten by W and Z bosons for simplicity #8. This U and
π should have scale dimension 0 such that π transform linearly under the scale symmetry.
With these at hand, we can write down a nonlinear Lagrangian invariant under the EW and scale symmetries

including the spurion field S. The Lagrangian is constructed so as to reproduce the appropriate scale anomaly terms
coupled to TD generated in the underlying WTC when 〈S〉 = 1 is taken. It turns out that the Lagrangian including

#7 The top mass is hardly reproduced by the WTC with anomalous dimension γm ≃ 1. It may require other dynamics such as the top
quark condensate [34]. However, it was found [35] that if we include additional four-fermion interactions like strong ETC, the anomalous
dimension becomes much larger 1 < γm < 2, which can boost the ETC-origin mass to arbitrarily large up till the techni-fermion mass
scale (“strong ETC model”). Subsequently the same effects were also noted without concept of the anomalous dimension [36].

#8 Here we have ignored terms involving techni-pions not eaten by W and Z bosons which would appear in models such as 1FM. Even if
we incorporate them, however, the forms of TD couplings to the SM particles given here will be intact.
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FIG. 2: The TD couplings to WW,ZZ, gg, γγ induced from techni-fermion loops.

the TD couplings to the SM particles at the leading order takes the form #9 (The explicit proof of the Wess-Zumino
type consistency with the scale anomaly is to be given in another publication.)

L =
v2EW

4
(ΦSγm−2)2tr[DµU

†DµU ]− (ΦSγm−2)
∑

f

(

f̄LU

(

mu
f 0

0 md
f

)

fR + h.c.

)

−(ΦSγm−3)

(

βF (αs)

2αs
tr[G2

µν ] +
βF (αEM)

4αEM
F 2
µν

)

, (8)

where DµU = ∂µU − igWW a
µ

σa

2 U + igY UBµ
σ3

2 ; W a
µ (a = 1, 2, 3) and Bµ are the SU(2)W and U(1)Y gauge fields with

the gauge couplings gW and gY ; σ
a denotes Pauli matrices; Gµν and Fµν are field strengths for the QCD gluon and

electromagnetic (EM) gauge (photon) fields with the gauge couplings αs,EM = g2s,EM/(4π), respectively; βF denotes

beta function including only the techni-fermion loop contributions; fL,R = (fu
L,R, f

d
L,R)

T stand for the SU(2)L,R

doublets with mu,d
f being their masses. Note that βF (αs) = 0 in the case of 1DM, while βF (αEM) 6= 0 because of the

presence of techni-fermions having the EM charges.
Taking 〈S〉 = 1, from Eq.(8) we readily find the TD couplings to WW , ZZ and f̄f :

LTDWW/ZZ = gTDWW φW+
µ Wµ− +

1

2
gTDZZ φZµZ

µ , (9)

LTDff = − gTDff φf̄f , (10)

gTDWW/ZZ =
2(3− γm)m2

W/Z

FTD
, gTDff =

(3− γm)mf

FTD
, (11)

and the couplings to gg and γγ,

LTDgg/γγ = −gTDgg φtr[G
2
µν ]− gTDγγ φF

2
µν , (12)

gTDgg =
(3− γm)

FTD

βF (αs)

2αs
, gTDγγ =

(3− γm)

FTD

βF (αEM)

4αEM
. (13)

The same couplings as the above can actually be obtained by directly evaluating diagrams in Fig. 2 and the right
panel of Fig. 1, hence the results for gTDff and gTDWW/ZZ are identical to Eq.(2) and that of Ref. [38], respectively.

The couplings in Eqs.(11) and (13) are compared with the SM Higgs couplings gTDWW/ZZ =
2m2

W/Z

vEW
, gTDff =

mf

vEW
,

ghSMgg = 1
vEW

β(αs)
2αs

, and ghSMγγ = 1
vEW

β(αEM)
4αEM

, which indeed implies a simple replacement, 1/vEW → (3−γm)/FTD (≃
2/FTD for γm ≃ 1), between the SM Higgs and TD couplings. (Note that 1/vEW 6= (3− γm)/FTD, with the value of
FTD being related to vEW in a highly model dependent way.) The essential discrepancy in coupling forms thus arises
only as the overall coupling strengths set by the TD decay constant FTD, in place of the EW scale vEW ≃ 246 GeV.
Once the TD couplings are obtained, we can calculate the TD decay widths Γ(TD → X) (X = WW,ZZ, gg, γγ, tt̄)

evaluating the amplitudes at the leading order of perturbation. Actually, the gg and γγ couplings in Eq.(13) are

#9 In Ref. [37] a similar nonlinear realization was discussed, but it does not take account of those inherent explicit-breaking effects arising
from the dynamical mass generation. Note that the scale-transformation property of (ΦSγm−2) ∼ eφ/FTD , which is the same as the
nonlinear base used in Ref. [37] unless taking 〈S〉 = 1.
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not sufficient for evaluating the TD → gg and γγ decays since these terms arise as higher dimensional (derivative)
operators more sensitive to ultraviolet contributions of O(mF ) than the TD-WW,ZZ and tt̄ coupling terms in Eq.(11)
which are of the lowest order. Therefore we shall straightforwardly evaluate techni-fermion loop contributions to the
TD → gg and γγ decay widths, instead of using the operator coupling forms in Eq.(13).
We assume that all the techni-fermions belong to the fundamental representation in the TC gauge group of SU(NTC)

and have the flavor-independent massmF defined as usual Σ(p = mF ) = mF in the LSD equation analysis, where Σ(p)
is the mass function of the techni-fermions. Here we use the constant mass function Σ(p) ≡ mF for calculating the
amplitudes for simplicity. Even if we use the momentum-dependent mass function (solution of the LSD) throughout
all the calculations, the result will not be changed as far as the LHC energy p <∼ mF < O(TeV) is concerned. Also
used is the TD Yukawa coupling to techni-fermions gTDFF given in Eq.(2).
We further add the SM loop contributions to the decay widths Γ(TD → gg) and Γ(TD → γγ), which will be relevant

in magnitude as in the case of the SM Higgs, although those are of subleading order in terms of TC dynamics.
The decay widths are thus calculated to be

Γ(TD → gg) =
α2
sM

3
TD

8π3F 2
TD

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

f=t,b

τf [1 + (1− τf ) f(τf )] +NTC

∑

F with QCD color

τF [1 + (1− τF ) f(τF )]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (14)

Γ(TD → γγ) =
α2
EMM3

TD

64π3F 2
TD

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

AW (τW ) + 3
∑

f=t,b

Q2
fAf (τf ) +NTC

∑

F

N (F )
c Q2

FAF (τF )

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (15)

where τi = 4m2
i /M

2
TD (i = W,Z, f, F ); N

(F )
c = 3(1) for techni-quarks (leptons); Qf(F ) denotes EM charge for

f(F )-fermion, and

AW (τW ) = −2 [2 + 3τW + 3τW (2 − τW )f(τW )] , (16)

Af(F )(τf(F )) = 2τf(F )

[

1 +
(

1− τf(F )

)

f(τf(F ))
]

, (17)

f(τi) =

{

(

sin−1 1√
τi

)2

for τi > 1

− 1
4

[

log
(

1+
√
1+τi

1−
√
1−τi

)

− iπ
]

for τi ≤ 1
.

The TD → gg and γγ decay widths are thus quite sensitive to type of models of WTC, which leads to characteristic
signatures of TD highly model-dependent, as will be seen later.
As for the formulas for Γ(TD → WW/ZZ/tt̄), it turns out that the resultant expressions for those decay widths

actually take the same forms as the familiar ones for the SM Higgs, say, as listed in Ref. [39]:

Γ(TD → WW/ZZ) = δW (Z)
M3

TD

8πF 2
TD

√

1− τW/Z(1 − τW/Z +
3

4
τ2W/Z) , (18)

Γ(TD → tt̄) =
3m2

tMTD

2πF 2
TD

(1− τt)
3/2

, (19)

where δW (Z) = 2(1). It is easily checked that these formulas are reduced to the SM Higgs ones just by replacing FTD

as FTD → 2vEW (We have used (3− γm) = 2 in the above formulas).
The TD decay widths are thus obtained as functions of the TD mass MTD, the decay constant FTD and techni-

fermion mass mF in addition to the number of TC NTC.

III. THE TD LHC SIGNATURES AT
√
s = 7 TEV

In this section we shall discuss the TD LHC production cross sections times the branching ratios. The dominant
production cross section arises through gluon fusion (GF) and vector boson fusion (VBF) processes similarly to the
SM Higgs case. We thus consider these cross sections times branching ratios normalized to those of the SM Higgs:

RX ≡ [σGF(pp → TD) + σVBF(pp → TD)]

[σGF(pp → hSM) + σVBF(pp → hSM)]

BR(TD → X)

BR(hSM → X)
, (20)

where X = WW,ZZ, gg, γγ and tt̄. The ratios of the production cross sections are related to the ratios of the
corresponding decay widths as [40]

σVBF(pp → TD)

σVBF(pp → hSM)
=

Γ(TD → WW )

Γ(hSM → WW )
=

Γ(TD → ZZ)

Γ(hSM → ZZ)
≡ rWW/ZZ ,

σGF(pp → TD)

σGF(pp → hSM)
=

Γ(TD → gg)

Γ(hSM → gg)
≡ rgg .

(21)
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Hence we may rewrite Eq.(20) as

RX =

(

σGF(pp → hSM) · rgg + σVBF(pp → hSM) · rWW/ZZ

σGF(pp → hSM) + σVBF(pp → hSM)

)

rXBR , (22)

where

rXBR =
BR(TD → X)

BR(hSM → X)
. (23)

The SM Higgs production cross sections σGF(pp → hSM) and σVBF(pp → hSM) at
√
s = 7 TeV are read off from

Ref. [41].
For the explicit estimate of RX in Eq.(22), we shall consider typical models of WTC (1DM and 1FM) and adopt

the recent results from the LSD analysis [23] to specify the values of techni-fermion mass mF and TD decay constant
FTD in such a way that the decay widths are expressed only in terms of the TD mass MTD.
From Ref. [23] we read off the result on mF obtained through the PS formula for the techni-pion decay constant

Fπ which is related to the EW scale vEW as vEW =
√
NDFπ where ND denotes the number of EW doublets which

equals to half of the number of techni-fermions charged under the EW gauge: ND = 1 for 1DM and ND = 4 for 1FM.
Adding dummy techni-fermions [31] which are singlet under the EW gauge, the total number of techni-fermions NTF

is expressed as

NTF = (NTF)EW−singlet + 2ND . (24)

At the criticality where the CBZ-IRFP α∗ coincides with the critical coupling αc for the chiral symmetry breaking,
the PS formula goes like

vEW

mF
≃ 0.41

(

NTC

3

)1/2 (
ND

1

)1/2

. (25)

From this we have

mF ≃ 600GeV

(

NTC

3

)−1/2 (
ND

1

)−1/2

≃
{

735 (600)GeV for the 1DM (ND = 1) with NTC = 2(3)
367 (300)GeV for the 1FM (ND = 4) with NTC = 2(3)

. (26)

By using the PCDC relation, on the other hand, the TD decay constant FTD and TD mass MTD are related with
vacuum energy V through the trace anomaly (nonperturbative scale anomaly induced by the dynamical generation
of mF ) as follows:

F 2
TDM

2
TD = −dθ〈θµµ〉 = −16V , (27)

where dθ(= 4) is the scale dimension of trace of the energy-momentum tensor θµµ. Here the vacuum energy V =
dθ〈θµµ〉/16 only includes contributions from the nonperturbative scale anomaly, defined by subtracting contributions

〈θµµ〉perturbation of O(Λ4
TC) from the perturbative running of the gauge coupling α, such as 〈θµµ〉 − 〈θµµ〉perturbation. To

the vacuum energy V the LSD analysis in Ref. [23] gives

− 4V ≃ 0.76

(

NTFNTC

2π2

)

m4
F , (28)

at the criticality, and hence

F 2
TDM

2
TD ≃ 3.0

(

NTFNTC

2π2

)

m4
F . (29)

This relation reflects the appropriate dependences of FTD on NTC and NTF: FTD scales with NTF as well as NTC

like FTD ∝
√
NTCNTF [42]. Note also that the (pole) masses MTD and mF do not scale with NTC and NTF.
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From Eq.(29) and Eq.(26) we obtain FTD as a function of MTD:

FTD ≃ 1413GeV

(

600GeV

MTD

)(

NTF

4NTC

)1/2 (
NTC

3

)−1/2 (
ND

1

)−2

≃
{

1413 (1413)GeV
(

600GeV
MTD

)

for the 1DM with NTC = 2(3), NTF ≃ 8(12)

353 (353)GeV
(

600GeV
MTD

)

for the 1FM with NTC = 2(3), NTF ≃ 8(12)
, (30)

where we have used NTF ≃ 4NTC [19] obtained by estimating the critical number of flavors at which we have α∗ ≃ αc.
Note that Eq.(30) merely shows the reference values of FTD, not reflecting scaling properties with respect to NTC and
ND(NTF) because the pion decay constant Fπ(vEW) ∝

√
NTC has been fixed through mF fixed as in Eq.(25).

The values of FTD are somewhat larger than the pion decay constant Fπ ≃ 246 GeV (123 GeV) for the 1DM (1FM).
It turns out that the largeness of FTD essentially comes from the smallness of MTD tied with the existence of the
approximate scale invariance: To see this more clearly, we shall go back to Eq.(29) and express mF in terms of Fπ

through Eq.(26) with vEW = Fπ/
√
ND, and then divide both sides of Eq.(29) by F 4

π . We then arrive at

FTD

Fπ
≃ 7.0×

(

Fπ

MTD

)
√

NTF

NTC

≃
{

5.7
(

600GeV
MTD

)

for the 1DMs with NTF ≃ 4NTC and Fπ = 246 GeV

2.8
(

600GeV
MTD

)

for the 1FMs with NTF ≃ 4NTC and Fπ = 123 GeV
. (31)

If we had FTD ∼ Fπ, then MTD would have to be >∼ O(TeV) which is as large as masses of other techni-hadrons
like techni-rho meson, as in the case of QCD “dilaton” such as f0(1370) (or f0(600)). Thus the existence of the
approximate scale invariance allowing the small MTD essentially causes the large FTD.
The TD Yukawa coupling to the SM fermions normalized to the SM Higgs one is estimated for each model:

gTDff

ghSMff
=

(3 − γm)vEW

FTD

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

γm≃1

≃ (3− γm)|γm≃1 ×
{

0.18
(

MTD

600GeV

)

for the 1DM with NTF ≃ 4NTC

0.71
(

MTD

600GeV

)

for the 1FM with NTF ≃ 4NTC
. (32)

Thus the Yukawa coupling in the 1DM gets suppressed and so do other TD couplings, mainly due to the smallness
of MTD as noted above. In the case of 1FM, on the other hand, its suppression is mild due to the relatively smaller
Fπ related to the smaller FTD (See Eqs.(30) and (31)), so that the extra factor (3− γm) ≃ 2 finally pulls the Yukawa
coupling strength up to be comparable to the SM Higgs one. Note that were it for MTD ≃ 1.7 TeV (430 GeV)
in the 1DM (1FM), we would have gTDff ≃ ghSMff , which would imply that the TD signature in the 1DM then
would become almost identical to those of the SM Higgs (except small corrections to the γγ mode coming from extra
EM-charged techni-fermions). It is not the case, on the other hand, for the 1FM because of the presence of extra
techni-quarks yielding significant contributions to the GF production cross section as will be seen below.
The TD decay widths in Eqs.(14)-(15) and (18)-(19) and the ratio rXBR in Eq.(23) are thus calculated explicitly as

functions of only the TD mass MTD. The comparison of the TD branching ratios with those of the SM Higgs is shown
in Table I for the reference value MTD = 600 GeV in the 1DM and 1FMs with NTC = 2, 3 and the corresponding
values of mF given in Eq.(26). In the case of 1DMs the TD branching fraction becomes almost identical to that of
the SM Higgs since the overall difference between the coupling strengths cancels out in the branching ratios. Also
for 1FMs the same argument is applicable to the decays to WW,ZZ and tt̄ as well, however, not to the decays to gg
and γγ, which are rather enhanced mainly due to the presence of extra colored (techni-quarks)/EM-charged particles
contributing to these decay processes.
We next pay attention to the production cross sections. As seen from Eq.(22), the rate of the production cross

section to the SM Higgs is determined by the amounts of rgg and rWW/ZZ defined in Eq.(21) quite sensitive to the
TD Yukawa couplings. The case of 1FM makes the situation most sensitive because of the presence of techni-quarks
with the number of 2NTC which in general enhances the GF cross section rgg

#10. For 1DMs, in contrast, it is not the

#10 A similar enhancement of GF process in the case of 1FM was discussed in Ref. [43].
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Model NTC rWW
BR rZZ

BR rggBR rγγBR rtt̄BR

1DM 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92

3 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.80 1.0

1FM 2 1.0 0.99 16 3.2 1.0

3 0.99 0.99 44 11 0.99

TABLE I: The TD branching ratios at MTD = 600 GeV normalized to the corresponding quantities for the SM Higgs, rXBR

(X = WW,ZZ, gg, γγ, tt̄), defined in Eq.(21).

Model NTC
gTDff

ghSMff
= 2vEW

FTD
rgg =

σTD
GF

σ
hSM

GF

rWW/ZZ =
σTD
VBF

σ
hSM

VBF

1DM 2 0.35 0.12 0.12

3 0.35 0.12 0.12

1FM 2 1.4 31 1.9

3 1.4 87 1.9

TABLE II: Values of rgg and rWW/ZZ for NTC = 2, 3 in the case of 1FM and 1DMs with MTD = 600 GeV fixed. Also shown
are values of the ratio of the Yukawa coupling gTDff/ghSMff .

case because of the absence of techni-quarks and the suppression of Yukawa coupling coming from somewhat larger
FTD sensitively reflecting the smallness of MTD (See Eq.(30) and discussion below Eq.(31)).
In Table II we list the reference values of rgg and rWW/ZZ for MTD = 600 GeV in the case of 1DM and 1FMs

with NTC = 2, 3 together with the values of gTDff/ghSMff in Eq.(32). The VBF cross section in the case of 1FMs is
thus almost of the same order of magnitude as that of the SM Higgs because of the almost identical Yukawa coupling
strength, while the GF cross section gets highly enhanced by a factor of O(10) − O(102) depending on NTC due to
the techni-quark contributions. For 1DMs without such an enhancement, on the other hand, both cross sections get
suppressed simply due to the suppressed Yukawa couplings.
Now we calculate the value of RX in Eq.(22) for each channel to address more clearly how we can distinguish the

TD signatures from those of the SM Higgs at the LHC. The results are listed in Table III with MTD = 600 GeV fixed.
From Table III we see that in the case of 1DMs all the signatures are suppressed to be one order of magnitude

smaller than the corresponding quantities for the SM Higgs due to the large suppression of the production cross
sections coming from the suppression of Yukawa coupling (See Eq.(32) or Table II). It is interesting to note, in
particular, that the WW and ZZ modes get suppressed in contrast to the SM Higgs case, to be distinguishable from
those of the SM Higgs at the LHC.
In the case of 1FMs, on the other hand, all the signals get enhanced due to the large GF production cross section

highly enhanced by the extra colored-techni-quark contributions (See Table II). This enhancement gets more operative
for the gg and γγ modes to result in a gigantic enhancement mainly because of their highly enhanced branching ratios
(See Table I). Note that the LHC cross section for the γγ mode is quite small for the SM Higgs with the mass around
600 GeV, which is about 10−4 − 10−3 fb. Besides the enhanced WW and ZZ modes, therefore, the γγ mode will be
a characteristic signature of TD clearly distinguishable from the SM Higgs to be visible at the LHC, as will explicitly
be shown below. The enhancement in the tt̄ mode may also be a certain TD signature (See the discussion in the last
section), while the gg mode is inaccessible for the TD searches because of its huge background.
We now check the consistency of the TD signatures with the recent data at the LHC accumulated by the ATLAS

Model NTC RWW RZZ Rgg Rγγ Rtt̄

1DM 2 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.095 0.12

3 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.097 0.12

1FM 2 26 26 414 85 26

3 73 73 3300 840 73

TABLE III: The TD signatures at MTD = 600 GeV normalized to the corresponding quantities for the SM Higgs, RX

(X = WW,ZZ, gg, γγ, tt̄) defined in Eq.(22).
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FIG. 3: Left panel: The TD LHC production cross sections at
√
s = 7 TeV times the WW/ZZ branching ratio in the 1DMs

with NTC = 2, 3 normalized to the corresponding quantity for the SM Higgs. Also shown is the comparison with the 95% C.L.
upper limits from the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2]. Right panel: The same as the left panel for the 1FMs.

and CMS detectors [1, 2]. Varying the TD mass in the range 200GeV < MTD < 1000 GeV, in Fig. 3 we plot the
TD LHC production cross sections at

√
s = 7 TeV times the WW branching ratio (RWW in Eq.(22)) normalized to

the corresponding quantity for the SM Higgs. The red and blue curves stand for the 95% C.L. upper limits from the
ATLAS and CMS experiments, respectively. Looking at Fig. 3, we see that in the case of 1DMs the TD signature is
consistent with the current experimental data over all the mass range 200GeV < MTD < 600 GeV thanks to the large
suppression of GF cross section, which on the other side of the coin would imply that the TD may be invisible through
this channel in contrast to the SM Higgs. For the 1FMs, on the other hand, the consistency with the experimental
data requires the TD mass to be MTD

>∼ 600 GeV, which conversely would imply that the TD can be discovered
through somewhat large excesses at 600GeV <∼ MTD < 1000 GeV in this channel in the near future.
Since the γγ mode in the 1FMs get highly enhanced in contrast to the SM Higgs case as seen from Table III, in

Fig. 4 we finally plot the TD LHC production cross section at
√
s =7 TeV times the γγ branching ratio in the case

of 1FMs over the TD mass range 200GeV < MTD < 1000 GeV. The figure tells us that the cross sections are large
enough to be comparable with the golden mode of SM Higgs signature pp → hSM → ZZ → l+l−l+l− ∼ 1 fb around
the SM Higgs mass ≃ 600 GeV: At around MTD ≃ 600 GeV, indeed, we have

σTD ×BR(TD → γγ)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1FM

∼ 0.10 (1.0) fb , for NTC = 2(3) . (33)

This implies that the TD can be discovered through the γγ channel at the upcoming several months.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we have studied the LHC signatures of TD arising as a composite pNGB of the spontaneous and
explicit breaking of the scale symmetry in WTC. The TD couplings to the SM particles were obtained, based on
the nonlinear realization of the electroweak symmetry as well as the scale symmetry (via spurion method) which is
broken not only spontaneously but also explicitly by the very origin of the spontaneous breaking, i.e., the dynamical
generation of the techni-fermion mass (nonperturbative scale anomaly). As a result, the TD couplings are similar to
those of the SM Higgs except the overall scale set by the TD decay constant (and the anomalous dimension) instead
of the EW scale.
We took typical models of WTC such as 1DM and 1FM to make an explicit estimate of the branching ratios and

production cross sections. To be more concrete, we further adopted the results from the recent LSD analysis combined
with the PCDC relation to get the TD couplings as functions of the TD mass only.
We calculated the TD decay widths and branching ratios to find that in the case of 1DMs the branching fraction

becomes almost identical to that of the SM Higgs because of the similar form (though suppressed) of the TD coupling
(See Eq.(32)). While in the 1FMs the branching ratios of TD → gg and γγ get highly enhanced due to presence
of the extra contributions of techni-quarks (See Table I). The same mechanism is effective also in the production
cross sections: For 1DMs both the GF and VBF cross sections are suppressed compared to the SM Higgs case due to
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FIG. 4: The TD LHC production cross section at
√
s = 7 TeV times the γγ branching ratio in unit of fb for the 1FMs with

NTC = 2, 3.

the suppression of TD couplings, while for 1FMs they get larger, where the amount of enhancement becomes more
outstanding for the GF production (See Table II).
The TD LHC signatures were then discussed by explicitly calculating the production cross sections times the

branching ratios in comparison with the corresponding quantities for the SM Higgs. It turned out that the TD
signatures look like quite different from the corresponding SM Higgs signatures: For 1DMs, all the TD signatures
become one order of magnitude down compared with those of the SM Higgs, which would imply that if the Higgs-like
object was found in the region above 600 GeV, it would be naturally interpreted as TD, since the SM Higgs unlikely
has such a large mass. On the other hand, for 1FMs all those signatures were shown to be enhanced by a factor of
O(10)−O(102) and would become outstanding signals of TD (See Table III).
Varying the TD mass in the range 200GeV < MTD < 1000 GeV, the cross section pp → TD → WW per the

corresponding quantity for the SM Higgs has been compared with the recent upper limits from the ATLAS and CMS
experiments. In the case of 1DMs the TD signature is consistent with the current experimental data over the mass
range 200GeV < MTD < 600 GeV thanks to the large suppression of GF cross section, though the TD may be
invisible through this channel in contrast to the SM Higgs. For the 1FMs, on the other hand, the signals enhanced
over the whole mass range are severely constrained and the consistency with the experimental data requires the TD
mass to be MTD > 600GeV, which, however, would also imply that the TD might be discovered through somewhat
large excesses at 600GeV <∼ MTD < 1000 GeV in this channel in the near future (See Fig. 3).
Furthermore, the cross section pp → TD → γγ for the 1FMs was predicted to be ∼ 0.10− 1.0 fb for the TD mass

around 600 GeV (See Fig. 4 and Eq.(33)). This cross section is large enough for the TD to be discovered in the
upcoming several months and hence will also be a characteristic signature of TD.

Before closing this section, several comments are in order:

TD LHC signature from the tt̄ mode — First of all, it is worth commenting on the TD LHC signature through
the decay to tt̄. The ATLAS at

√
s = 7 TeV with the integrated luminosity of 0.7 fb−1 has already measured the

tt̄ production cross section σtt̄ to report that σtt̄ = 179.0± 11.8 pb [44], in agreement with the SM prediction. The
SM Higgs contribution to this cross section is estimated to be about 0.1 pb at around the mass ≃ 600 GeV and
hence is negligible in comparison with the dominant QCD contributions incorporated in the SM estimate of σtt̄.
As seen from Table III, on the other hand, the cross section σ(pp → TD → tt̄) in the case of 1FMs gets enhanced
by a factor of about 30 (70) for NTC = 2(3) with MTD = 600 GeV compared to the SM Higgs case, so we would
have σ(pp → TD → tt̄) ≃ 3(7) pb. Thus this signature is currently just as much as the size of the measurement
uncertainties, but would be testable if more precise measurement of σtt̄ becomes possible in the future.

Perturbative unitarity — For the 1FMs we might put an upper limit on MTD coming from the perturbative

unitarity bound through a formula, MTD
<∼ Λuni =

√
8πFπ =

√
8π ·

(

246GeV√
ND

)

[45]. By this formula we get Λuni ≃ 617

GeV for the 1FMs, while it is absent for the 1DMs because the bound is estimated to be above 1 TeV. Looking at
Figs. 3 and 4 with this unitarity bound taken into account, one might think that the 1FMs have completely been
ruled out (up to the narrow window 600GeV < MTD < 617GeV). Note however that the perturbative unitarity
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bound is thought of as just a reference, which may not make much sense, since WTC is itself of course unitary and
the low-energy effective theory is still strongly coupled and not perturbative.

Comparison with other dilaton phenomenology [46] — Another approach on a dilaton signature at the LHC has
been addressed in Ref. [46]. Their dilaton is, however, completely different from our TD in the sense that theirs’
is not due to the scale symmetry of the WTC but the whole system including SM and the underlying EW theory
(possibly including the WTC). Thus the characteristic feature is completely different from ours.

Non-running coupling case — In this paper we employed LSD calculation of the nonperturbative scale anomaly via
vacuum energy, using the two-loop running coupling with CBZ-IRFP in Ref. [23]. We here discuss the comparison with
the non-running limit. In this limit the very origin of the dynamical mass mF comes from the cutoff Λ, the relation
(hierarchy) between the two being given in the characteristic form of essential singularity (Miransky scaling) [8]:

mF ∼ Λ · exp



− π
√

α
αc

− 1



 ≪ Λ (α ց αc) . (34)

The coupling α should depend on Λ/mF in such a way that α(Λ/mF ) → αc in the limit Λ/mF → ∞, resultant beta
function being β(α) = Λ∂α/∂Λ = −(2αc/π)(α/αc − 1)3/2. Hence the cutoff cannot be removed without requiring
nonperturbative running of the coupling: The coupling (non-running in the perturbative sense) does actually run
slowly (walking) towards the critical coupling (regarded as the ultraviolet (UV) fixed point) at Λ/mF → ∞, reflecting
the scale anomaly, i.e., explicit breaking of the scale symmetry (See Figs. 1(a) and (b) in the first of Ref. [5] for the
beta function (a) and the associated anomalous dimension (b)).
Now in the WTC model based on the two-loop coupling with CBZ-IRFP, the role of the cutoff Λ in the non-

running case of the original WTC model [5, 6] is simply traded for the intrinsic scale ΛTC(≫ mF ) of the two-loop
coupling, which breaks the scale symmetry already at perturbative level for the UV region (p > ΛTC) where the
coupling runs as 1/ ln p as in the ordinary QCD. Although in the IR region (p < ΛTC) the coupling governed by
CBZ-IRFP is almost non-running (scale invariant/conformal), the scale symmetry is broken both spontaneously
and explicitly by yet another dynamics, namely the dynamical generation of the techni-fermion mass mF (≪ ΛTC),
and the coupling does run according to the nonperturbative renormalization a la Miransky in much the same way
as the nonperturbative running of the non-running coupling case mentioned above. It was argued [15] that for the
dynamical mass generation of essential singularity type scaling Eq.(34), characterized as “conformal phase transition”,
the associated nonperturbative scale anomaly (explicit breaking of the scale symmetry) is saturated by the pseudo
dilaton (“massive dilaton”) which are dictated by the PCDC.
Although the analysis of Ref. [23] was done for the case ΛETC ≃ ΛTC, we may take a choice ΛETC ≪ ΛTC, in which

case the WTC would simply be reduced to the original WTC model of Ref. [5, 6] where the two-loop perturbative
coupling becomes essentially scale invariant (non-running) all the way up to Λ = ΛETC

#11. In such a case the
estimate of the scale anomaly through the vacuum energy was done long time ago [16] which differs from Eq.(27) only
by the factor 0.81 in place of 0.76. Thus our estimate in the text would be qualitatively the same as it stands: In
fact, the estimated values of mF and FTD in Eqs.(26) and (30) will be shifted upward only by about 5% in the case
of the non-running coupling. This happens because of about 5% reduction and enhancement of the overall numerical
coefficients in Eqs.(25) and (29), respectively: 0.41 → 0.39 in Eq.(25), while 3.0 → 3.2 in Eq.(29). The Yukawa
couplings will then get smaller than those listed in Table II by a factor of about 17%, so the GF cross sections will
be reduced by about 30% at around MTD = 600 GeV. The amount of TD LHC signatures will thus be reduced only
by about 30% compared to those predicted in Figs. 3 and 4 and will not substantially change.

#11 In this case WTC dynamics in isolation does not make sense in the asymptotically-free region p > ΛTC(≫ ΛETC), since then the theory
will be changed already at lower scale ΛETC into a different theory, ETC (or the preon model where SM particles and techni-fermions
are the composites on the same footing [47]).
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